
Are you planning to move out soon? End of Tenancy Cleaning. Do you plan to 

move out of your house but are worried about its cleanliness? Are you looking for a 

way to maximize your bond cleaning deposit return? 

here's the ultimate checklist 

This is a list of tasks that may be carried out in an end of tenancy cleaning service, also 

known as move out cleaning. These tasks typically involve thoroughly cleaning and 

sanitizing all areas of the home, such as the living areas, bedrooms, bathrooms, kitchen, and 

any other common areas. The list includes tasks such as dusting, washing windows and 

doors, dusting fixtures and fittings, vacuuming and mopping floors, wiping down cupboards 

and surfaces in the kitchen, and sanitizing and descaling bathroom surfaces. It may also 

include tasks such as vacuuming carpets, wiping skirting boards, and spot cleaning walls. The 

list is meant to be comprehensive and may not cover all tasks that may be performed by a 

specific cleaning service. It is critical to communicate with the cleaning service about your 

specific needs and expectations to ensure that all tasks are completed to your satisfaction.  

Clean Detail in all rooms: 

o Carefully dust to remove all high level dust and cobwebs 

o Clean all internal windows, frames and glasses 

o Wash all doors, inside and outside of wardrobes, drawers, shelves, etc. 

o Clean ledge areas (sills, skirting boards, radiators, tops of doors and mouldings, 

pulling out necessary items to reach these areas) 

o Clean fixtures and fittings within reach – lights, vents, light switches, sockets etc. 

o Clean all glasses, mirrors and tables 



o Vacuum, pulling out necessary items and using a nozzle to clean the edges of the 

rooms 

o Mop on wooden floors where required 

Kitchens – the ‘all rooms: 

o Clean inside and outside of all cupboards 

o Clean tops of all benchtops 

o Clean surfaces and individual items 

o Thoroughly clean and sanitise the sink 

o Thoroughly vacuum the floor and wash 

Bathrooms – the ‘all rooms: 

o Clean all tiles to floor 

o Clean baths, showers, toilets, basins, and pedestals 

o Descale as required 

o Clean all glass and mirrors 

o Clean taps, rails, holders, radiators, shelves etc 

o Thoroughly vacuum floors and mop 

Hall, Stairs, Landing & Porch – the all rooms : 

 Carefully dust to remove all high level dust and cobwebs 

 Clean all internal windows, frames and glasses 

 Wash all doors, inside and outside of wardrobes, drawers, shelves, etc. 

 Clean ledge areas (sills, skirting boards, radiators, tops of doors and mouldings, pulling out 

necessary items to reach these areas) 

 Clean fixtures and fittings within reach – lights, vents, light switches, sockets etc. 

 Clean all glasses, mirrors and tables 

 Vacuum, pulling out necessary items and using a nozzle to clean the edges of the rooms 



 Mop on wooden floors where required 

o Clean inside and outside of all cupboards in the kitchen 

o Clean tops of all benchtops in the kitchen 

o Clean surfaces and individual items in the kitchen 

o Thoroughly clean and sanitise the sink in the kitchen 

o Thoroughly vacuum the floor and wash in the kitchen 

o Clean all tiles to the floor in the bathroom 

o Clean baths, showers, toilets, basins, and pedestals in the bathroom 

o Descale as required in the bathroom 

o Clean all glass and mirrors in the bathroom 

o Clean taps, rails, holders, radiators, shelves etc in the bathroom 

o Thoroughly vacuum floors and mop in the bathroom 

o Wipe visible marks off skirting boards in the living room 

o Spot clean walls in the living room 

o Vacuum the living room 

o Wipe visible marks off facial boards in the living room 

o Wipe visible marks off skirting boards in the bedroom 

o Spot clean walls in the bedroom 

o Vacuum the bedroom 

o Wipe visible marks off facial boards in the bedroom 

o Wipe visible marks off skirting boards in the hallway, stairs, landing, and porch 

o Spot clean walls in the hallway, stairs, landing, and porch 

o Vacuum the hallway, stairs, landing, and porch 

o Wipe visible marks off facial boards in the hallway, stairs, landing, and porch 

o Wipe visible marks off skirting boards in the toilet 



o Clean hand basin and mirror in the toilet 

o Vacuum inside of cupboards in the toilet 

o Vacuum corners and next to skirting in the toilet 

o Wipe visible marks off skirting boards in the kitchen 

o Clean backsplash in the kitchen 

o Clean benchtops in the kitchen 

o Clean pantry in the kitchen 

o Wipe visible marks off walls in the entryway 

o Wipe outside of cupboards in the kitchen 

o Sweep or vacuum kitchen floors 

o Mop kitchen floors 

o Sweep or vacuum bathroom floors 

o Mop bathroom floors 

o Wipe visible marks off skirting boards in the bathroom 

o Spot clean walls in the bathroom 

o Clean shower, including shower drain and fittings, glass door, and any shelving or 

drawers 

o Clean bath, including bath fittings and drain 

o Mop the bathroom 

o Clean oven, including trays and racks, and rangehood filter 

o Clean carpets in the bedroom 

o Wipe visible marks 

We created Super Clean in Christchurch to help people get through one of the most 

emotionally trying times they may ever face — the end of a tenancy. The stress and trauma 

that comes with preparing for an end-of-tenancy cleaning is immense and overwhelming, 



often leading to feelings of helplessness. That's why we established this service — to make 

life easier for tenants who are ready to move on from their current living situation but need 

help getting everything in order before they go.  

When we first set up shop, our goal was simple: provide people with quick and reliable 

professional cleaning services everyone can trust, especially those undergoing tense leasing 

situations. Clients know when they hire us, they can count on getting some peace of mind 

while we take away the burden of having to clean their former home. 

Our wide range of cleaning services are cost-effective and delivered in Christchurch and its 

surrounding suburbs. We charge a competitive rate based on an hourly rate of $50.00 plus 

$95 of the total price. Please note that our hourly rates are per cleaner per hour 

We have fixed prices for carpet cleaning and oven cleaning etc. Please refer to the website for 

those details 

This is to cover the cost of cleaning supplies, equipment, and tools, as well as insurance. 

Transport costs may be charged for service locations beyond the 20km radius of the city of 

Christchurch. 

So what is a typical end of tenancy clean cost? There are so many different sizes from a flat 

to a 4 million dollar home, it’s a tough question in reality. However, I can try and summarise. 

I recently charged $350 for a small 2 bedroom flat 

Where at the other end of the price range is a 4 million dollar home. The amount was in 

excess of $1,500.00 for 40 hours of work. This clean was very large. 



You don’t have to guess how much your end of tenancy cleaning will cost with super clean’s 

accurate pricing. We come to your home and provide an exact, comprehensive quote so that 

there are no unexpected costs. Our honest, upfront quotes include not only all materials 

needed but also any additional time spend completing the job. You can enjoy peace of mind 

with a thorough clean at an affordable price. 

If you are looking to book with us today, we are here to help! Our experienced and friendly 

staff is ready to assist you in finding the best solution for your needs. We understand that 

booking can be stressful, which is why we strive to make the process as hassle free as 

possible.  

We offer a wide variety of services that can meet any budget and timeline. Our team will use 

their expertise to find what works best for you. Whether it’s a last-minute booker or an 

organized planner, our staff will give every customer the same quality of service. 

if you'd like to book with us today contact us 

Please do not hesitate to contact us to discuss your 

specific needs and to schedule a free consultation. 

  

We look forward to hearing from you soon! Get a 

estimate from us today! tel: 0220601100 or 

https://supercleanchchnz.com 

https://app.wordhero.co/0220601100
https://supercleanchchnz.com/


 

 

 

 


